
 

Qomo QWB200-PS 

This Porcelain Steel infrared interactive whiteboard model has an 78 inch

 writeable surface. Qomo Interactive Whiteboards are changing the way 

many educators engage students and present their material. Perfect for 

the classroom or anywhere there is a need for interactive instruction. 

Teachers are free to use the supplied felt Pens, extension Wand or even

 their fingers to annotate over any appl

screen. Using advanced Infrared (IR) technology, the Qomo interactive 

whiteboard recognizes the touch of your pen, or your finger, and can 

track them anywhere on the screen. The porcelain steel erasable surface 

of the Qomo board is durable and allows you to use the interactive 

whiteboard as a dry erase board. Thanks to this feature the surface 

produces virtually no glare and is very easy to keep clean. At the bottom 

of the screen this model houses a onboard pen tray to hold th

extension wand and eraser. The versatile board is typically mounted to a

 wall or floor stand and easily integrates into a complete conference 

network. Qomo's flexible and easy to use Flow! Works annotation 

software is included with every Qomo whiteboard.

 

Features 

• Erasable porcelain surface 

• Using advanced IR technology it recognizes

and can track you anywhere on the screen

• Easily integrates into a complete conference network

• Surface is durable, cleans up easily and is coated 

minimal glare 

• Flow! Works annotation software included

• Annotate over any application and save your work
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This Porcelain Steel infrared interactive whiteboard model has an 78 inch 

writeable surface. Qomo Interactive Whiteboards are changing the way  

many educators engage students and present their material. Perfect for  

the classroom or anywhere there is a need for interactive instruction.  

Teachers are free to use the supplied felt Pens, extension Wand or even 

their fingers to annotate over any application on the computer  

Using advanced Infrared (IR) technology, the Qomo interactive  

whiteboard recognizes the touch of your pen, or your finger, and can  

track them anywhere on the screen. The porcelain steel erasable surface  

is durable and allows you to use the interactive  

whiteboard as a dry erase board. Thanks to this feature the surface  

produces virtually no glare and is very easy to keep clean. At the bottom  

of the screen this model houses a onboard pen tray to hold the 3 pens,  

extension wand and eraser. The versatile board is typically mounted to a 

wall or floor stand and easily integrates into a complete conference  

network. Qomo's flexible and easy to use Flow! Works annotation  

whiteboard. 

Using advanced IR technology it recognizes the pen or finger 

and can track you anywhere on the screen 

Easily integrates into a complete conference network 

Surface is durable, cleans up easily and is coated to provide 

Flow! Works annotation software included 

Annotate over any application and save your work 
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Model  Qomo QWB200-PS H01 

Active Area 78” 

Projection Size 152 x 114 cm 

Sensitive Area Size 165 x 116 cm 

Outside Dimensions 182 x 130 x 4 cm 

Technology  Infra-Red 

 Frame  Brusched Aluminium 

 Surface  Anti-Glare/ Porcelain Steel 

 Dry Erasable  Yes 

 Screen ratio  3:4 

Write Method  Pen, Wand or Finger 

Multitouch   Yes (4x) 

 Pen tray  Yes 

 Active Tray  Yes 

 Hotkeys   Yes 

 Resolution  4096x4096 

 Response speed  1st Touch  25Ms 

 Response speed Continuous touch  8 Ms 

Cursor Speed 3,048 mm/s 

 Location Accuracy 3 mm 

 Power consumption  <0,4W 

 Connection  USB 

OS Windows 2000 / XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / Mac / Linux* 

Working Temp -15C/+50C 

Humidity 20%~95% 

Storage temperature -40C/ +50C 

Weight 26 Kg 
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Content Box  

CD-Rom Yes 

USB Cable Yes 

3 Interactive pens Yes 

Wand Yes 

Eraser Yes 

Wall Mount Kit Yes 

Dimensions  

Packing Size 204 x 141 x 9 cm 

Gross Weight 34 Kg 

Storage temp -40C/ +50C 

Optional  

Mobile Floor Stand Yes 

RF Wireless Kit Yes 

 
* Mac and Linux Support for select OS versions 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


